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From my perspective as a theoretical syntactician, Yang’s contributions to the 
study of language acquisition (as summarized in Yang, 2018) appear to be game-
changing. The Tolerance Principle seems to have substantial support and broad 
application; the fact that it and the Sufficiency Principle make clear predictions 
which are easily tested suggests that we will quite soon learn more about how 
broad those applications are and what kinds of refinements are needed.

Something which I would like to see better integrated into this kind of work is 
a theory of the hypothesis space entertained by children’s Linguistic Acquisition 
Devices (LADs) in their pursuit of grammar. Yang describes children positing 
rules, which is convenient for his exposition, but most theoretical syntacticians, 
including myself, do not think of grammar in terms of language-specific rules. 
Rather, there are language-specific lexical items which interact with universal 
principles and operations. Constraints on the ‘format’ of lexical items therefore 
define the hypothesis space available to the learner (see Rizzi, 2017). We can go 
further and separate two aspects of language-specific lexical items, namely the 
‘head’ which is an atom of syntactic computation and its morphophonological 
‘exponent.’

In these terms, there isn’t a rule of English dictating that -(e)d is added to the 
verb stem to get a past tense. Instead, there are two lists of items to be learned. One 
includes the suffixal exponent -(e)d and its competitors for expressing T[past], the 
special exponents in saw, made, fought, and so on.

The other list which must be learned is the list of inflectional heads of the 
clause, characterized as T for tense, including the general properties common to 
all T heads and the specific properties of the head T[past] of which -(e)d is an 
exponent. T[past] combines with the verbal head V as a suffix in affirmative de-
claratives, but not in negative clauses or in interrogatives. Other T elements, such 
as modals and auxiliary verbs, share many properties with T[past] but not others, 
for example modals are like T[past] in inverting with the subject in interrogatives, 
but modals are not affixal.
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In these terms, the learning of the ‘rule’ that -(e)d can be suffixed to form a 
past tense is better cast as the acquisition of an  item  T[past] which is a bound 
(suffixal) head, among other properties, and another  item  -(e)d which is a default 
exponent of T[past], where ‘default’ means simply that it is not specified for what 
verb stems it combines with. That more fully specified competitors ‘block’ the 
default when their conditions are met is a general principle which need not be 
learned (Kiparsky, 2005).

The effect is the same as what is described by Yang: -(e)d can be recognized as 
the default (i.e., underspecified) when it achieves a certain numerical dominance. 
My replacement of a simply stated rule by a combination of lists and principles 
might seem like splitting of terminological hairs, but in other cases I believe 
it matters, as I illustrate here first with Norwegian Object Shift, and then with 
determiner-noun combinatorics in English.

In Norwegian, the verb precedes the object, just as in English, and follows 
‘middle field’ adverbs (those which are neither at the right nor the left periphery); 
the word order in a typical embedded clause is English-like, as illustrated in (1a) 
(unlike English, there is no “do-support” in case of negation).

 
(1)

 
at
that 

de
they 

ikke
not  

spiste
ate  

den
it  

In main clauses the finite verb appears in second position. This has the effect that 
the verb can be separated from the object by adverbs and by the subject, as in (2).

 
(2)

 
a.

 
Da
then 

spiste
ate  

måsen
the.seagull 

ikke
not  

pølsa.
the.hotdog 

  
b.

 
Da
then 

spiste
ate  

måsen
the.seagull 

ikke
not  

noe
anything 

  
c.

 
Da
then 

spiste
ate  

måsen
the.seagull 

ikke
not  

den
that 

The object shift rule is simple to state:

 (3) If the object is a noncontrastive unstressed definite pronoun (like ‘it’ or 
‘me’ or ‘her’) in a clause where the main verb is in second position, then the 
pronoun precedes middle-field adverbs; otherwise it follows them.

Object shift is illustrated in (4). It is generally considered obligatory in Northern 
and Eastern Norwegian (see Bentzen, 2014 on the dialectal distribution); failure of 
object shift, as in (5), is typically rejected in elicitation and is infrequent in speech 
(Bentzen, 2014; Bentzen, Anderssen, & Waldman, 2013). Some sense of focus or 
contrast is regularly implied by lack of shift, as indicated by the gloss ‘that’ in (2c), 
and is usually accompanied by stress, as indicated by the use of capitals in (2c).
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(4)

 
Da
then 

spiste
ate  

måsen
the.seagull 

den
it  

ikke.
not  

 
(5)

 
*
 
*Da
then 

spiste
ate  

måsen
the.seagull 

ikke
not  

den.
it  

However, children overproduce sentences like (5) even as late as the age of seven. 
Anderssen, Bentzen, and Rodina, (2012) report an experiment in which 4–5-year-
olds failed to shift 81% of the time, and 6–7-year-olds failed to shift 30.6% of the 
time, in contexts considered obligatory by adults.

Something must prevent young children from formulating (3). This would be 
explained if the hypothesis space available to the LAD is constrained in terms of 
features on heads, as envisioned by Rizzi. The LAD cannot entertain (3) because 
the grammar is not stated in terms of stress or linear order of elements. Instead, 
the variable placement of arguments illustrated in (1–2) and (4) indicates formal 
properties of functional heads, in this case a functional head in the T domain which 
attracts definite pronouns under certain conditions related to verb placement.

The discussion in terms of rules also bears on Yang’s (2018) discussion of the 
combinatorial freedom of determiners and nouns. Because of the history of the ar-
gument going back to Valian (1986), Yang writes as if children learn a rule like (6).

 (6) Singular count N can combine with either a or the

Yang notes that this rule has no chance of surviving the numerical demands of the 
Sufficiency Principle if the full inventory of nouns in use is considered. He notes, 
however, that, in the Adam corpus, 83 of the mother’s  100 most frequent nouns  
are observed to satisfy (6). For N = 100, N/log(N) is 21.71, so just 78 positive 
examples would allow (6) to be adopted as a rule, and 83 is more than sufficient, if 
only the most frequent nouns are considered.

But most syntacticians don’t think that languages have rules like (6). Instead, 
languages like English (and Norwegian, and Italian, and German) require deter-
miners in noun phrases, or certain noun phrases, and children learn this by the 
age of three or earlier (e.g., Guasti, Gavarró, de Lange, & Caprin, 2008). Alongside 
a and the, possessive pronouns like my and his and indefinite quantifiers like some, 
any, and many are also determiners, in English.

The vast majority of English nouns in contexts of use appear with determiners 
of one kind or another. The exceptions fall into well-defined classes; names nor-
mally occur with no determiner. Mass nouns like water and plurals like children 
can also appear without one, in the sorts of indefinite contexts that require a for 
singular count nouns. Most syntacticians therefore posit a null counterpart to a 
for mass and plural nouns, allowing the generalization that noun phrases headed 
by common nouns in English require determiners. If there is also a null definite 
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determiner for names (Longobardi, 1994), then all noun phrases require deter-
miners, when they function as arguments (mainly subjects, objects, complements 
of prepositions, and possessors).

So the real generalization has to do with the construction of argument noun 
phrases, which crucially involve a category D (for determiner), at least in languages 
like English. It is not about a possibility available to nouns, but an obligatory prop-
erty of noun phrases. This can insightfully be stated in the properties of the heads 
comprising the noun phrase.

The LAD needs to determine, not how many kinds of noun appear with both 
a and the, but rather, which elements have the ‘D’ property necessary for the estab-
lishment of an argument? There are no lexically irregular forms of indefiniteness 
or definiteness in English, so learning the exponents is trivial. But learning the de-
terminer heads behind the exponents is a lot like learning the T heads underlying 
tenses, modals and auxiliaries. Elements like a, the, many, some, a lot, and another 
could in principle be the same category or different categories. The LAD needs 
to identify and categorize these elements – some as determiners of category D, 
some as adjectives of category A, and some as quantifiers of some other category. 
Some of these elements might be systematically coupled with a silent determiner, 
and the LAD will have to determine when that is the best analysis. In that case 
we are counting not how many of hundreds of nouns appear with a and the, but 
how many of a smaller number of adnominal elements share which properties 
with each other.

Clearly, none of this can be taken to support the claim that determiner-noun 
combinations are learned as unanalyzed collocations. Yang’s statistical analysis 
shows that children’s output is exactly what would be expected if they are ac-
quiring the English system accurately. (It should be noted, too, that data from 
bilingual children dramatically illustrates the failure of a rote learning account, 
since bilingual children quite commonly combine determiners from one language 
with nouns from the other (e.g., Cantone, 2007, p. 66). Examples like un schiff ‘a 
(Italian) ship (German)’ and il fernsehn ‘the (Italian) TV (German)’ are typical, 
from ages 2;1 and 2;4, respectively, from Cantone, (2007, p. 152).)

It is to their credit that Yang’s proposals transcend differences among frame-
works and approaches. However, I think that independent shortcomings of a rule-
based approach to grammatical competence carry over into applications of Yang’s 
theory which assume them, and that a more constrained approach to variation will 
give better results.
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